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PERSPECTIVE

Conceptualization of utility in
translational clinical genomics research

Hadley Stevens Smith,1,* Kyle B. Brothers,2 Sara J. Knight,3 Sara L. Ackerman,4 Christine Rini,5,6

David L. Veenstra,7 Amy L. McGuire,1 Benjamin S. Wilfond,8,9 and Janet Malek1
Summary
Prior to integration into clinical care, a novel medical innovation is typically assessed in terms of its balance of benefits and risks, often

referred to as utility. Members of multidisciplinary research teams may conceptualize and assess utility in different ways, which has im-

plications within the translational genomics community and for the evidence base upon which clinical guidelines groups and health-

care payers make decisions. Ambiguity in the conceptualization of utility in translational genomics research can lead to communication

challenges within research teams and to study designs that do not meet stakeholder needs. We seek to address the ambiguity challenge

by describing the conceptual understanding of utility and use of the term by scholars in the fields of philosophy,medicine, and the social

sciences of decision psychology and health economics. We illustrate applications of each field’s orientation to translational genomics

research by using examples from the Clinical Sequencing Evidence-Generating Research (CSER) consortium, and we provide recommen-

dations for increasing clarity and cohesion in future research. Given that different understandings of utility will align to a greater or lesser

degree with important stakeholders’ views, more precise use of the term can help researchers to better integrate multidisciplinary inves-

tigations and communicate with stakeholders.
Introduction

Rapid innovation in genetics and genomics over the past

two decades has generated a significant need for transla-

tional research. Given that evidence of the utility of a novel

medical innovation or diagnostic test is generally required

prior to clinical integration, the generation of such evi-

dence is central to clinical translational genomics

research.1 The term ‘‘utility’’ is ubiquitously used in discus-

sions about investigations that attempt to understand and

describe various impacts of genomic sequencing. Utility

can, however, take on multiple connotations that vary ac-

cording to disciplinary culture. Without an accompanying

definition, use of the utility construct can thus create ambi-

guitywithinmultidisciplinary translational research teams.

Lack of specificity in definition, usage, and approach to

measurement of utility canbe abarrier to cohesivemultidis-

ciplinary research efforts and exacerbate the challenges

faced by clinicians, administrators, and policy makers in

integrating genomic sequencing into patient care.2

The question of how to achieve optimal clinical integra-

tion of genomic sequencing is being addressed across the

globe in health care systems with various approaches to

health technology assessment and payment for clinical

services.3,4 In the United States, the Clinical Sequencing

Evidence-Generating Research (CSER) consortium is

one example of a multidisciplinary effort to generate evi-
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dence that can support clinical integration of genomic

sequencing.5 The CSER consortium is comprised of seven

research projects taking place within a clinical framework,

operating at the ‘‘research-clinical interface’’ of genomic

medicine.6 The consortium aims to generate data on the

utility, or impacts, of clinical genomic sequencing, focusing

on the inclusion of patient groups who have been histori-

cally underrepresented in genomics research.5 To ensure a

broad understanding of all relevant impacts on patients,

their families, and society, the CSER consortium has

brought together researcherswithdiverse disciplinaryback-

grounds.7

Diversity of perspective and amultidisciplinary team sci-

ence approach are substantial strengths of the consortium

as it works to develop a more complete and precise under-

standing of the utility of clinical genomic sequencing.7,8

These strengths, however, revealed a related challenge:

the various ways in which utility can be conceptualized

and measured. Investigators held different ideas about pre-

cisely what to assess and which methodological approach

to use, which indicated a need for clarification of the con-

ceptual foundations of utility to support collaborative,

theoretically grounded research efforts with minimal op-

portunities for misunderstanding and ambiguity about

research design and result interpretation.

This paper describes how the term ‘‘utility’’ is defined

and used within the fields of philosophy, medicine, and
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two related social sciences—decision psychology and

health economics. These fields are of particular interest

because the concept of utility is integral to each yet spoken

about differently. Moreover, these fields have produced

scholars that have helped shape evaluations of genomic

sequencing applications, including as a part of the CSER

consortium. For each field, following the description of

the term, we draw upon our own experience as CSER inves-

tigators and provide examples to illustrate how conceptu-

alizations of utility are operationalized within one transla-

tional genomics research effort. We then discuss how

various perspectives, properly understood, can be inte-

grated into translational research collaborations. We ulti-

mately seek to encourage conceptual clarity, foster more

precise use of the term, and illuminate how findings

from various perspectives inform clinical integration.

Awareness of similarities and differences in the ways in

which utility is discussed, as well as the implications for

evaluative criteria, can advance evidence development

and communication with stakeholder groups.
Utility in philosophy

Philosophy definition and measurement

The concept of utility as it is now used in philosophy was

developed by Bentham in his work on utilitarianism. This

consequentialist theory holds that ‘‘the greatest happiness

of the greatest number is the foundation of morals and

legislation,’’ meaning that in any given circumstance, the

morally right action is the one that produces the most

good, or utility, for the most people.9 Bentham defined util-

ity as ‘‘a property associated with any object or action associ-

ated with an increase of pleasure or the avoidance of pain.’’9

Under this conceptualization, anything that holds positive

value or avoids thingswithnegative valuehas utility. His un-

derstanding of utility is univocal and hedonistic, leading

him to argue that pleasure andpainare the onlyphenomena

that matter in the ethical evaluation of an action.

Mill followed Bentham’s utilitarian approach, using the

terminology of ‘‘happiness’’ while connecting that concept

closely to pleasure.10 He stated that, ‘‘‘utility’ or the ‘great-

est happiness principle,’ holds that actions are right in pro-

portion as they tend to promote happiness; wrong as they

tend to produce the reverse of happiness. By happiness is

intended pleasure and the absence of pain; by unhappi-

ness, pain and the privation of pleasure.’’10 Mill’s under-

standing of pleasure, however, is more complex than

Bentham’s in that some types of pleasure are more valuable

than others. The pleasure deriving from intellectual or so-

cial pursuits, he argues, is of a different and more substan-

tive nature than physical enjoyment. Inmaking this claim,

Mill triggers an evolution in the concept of utility from a

simple property into a multi-faceted idea.

Later works by Moore11 and Sen12 develop this idea

further, advocating for a pluralistic view of utility. This

approach opens the door for inclusion of a wider set of
2028 The American Journal of Human Genetics 108, 2027–2036, Nov
phenomena that could constitute utility. It incorporates

not only pleasure but also aesthetics, desire fulfillment,

and basic capabilities. Further, the view holds that these

various facets of utility can be integrated into a whole—un-

derstood as a complex, cohesive unit—instead of simply an

aggregate of individual utilities. Moore’s and Sen’s views

enable a broader array of considerations to be identified

as morally relevant and therefore allow more complete

and nuanced ethical evaluation.

Griffin fleshes out and clarifies this pluralistic under-

standing of utility into three types of goods.13 Although

he uses the term ‘‘well-being’’ rather than ‘‘utility,’’ his

work distinguishes among three ways in which something

can hold positive value for someone. First, something that

brings about positive mental states such as happiness or

pleasure contributes to a person’s well-being and therefore

has utility. Second, an object or state of affairs can have

utility if it helps to satisfy a person’s preferences, regardless

of whether the person experiences a positive mental state

as a result. Finally, there are some things that are objec-

tively good for people even if they do not desire them or

experience pleasure when they have them. Griffin’s

approach can be used to delineate different sources of util-

ity under the broader umbrella of a person’s well-being.

While the concept of utility is most often described and

used in a positive sense to refer to people’s well-being, it

can also be framed in a negative sense with the term

‘‘disutility,’’ or ill-being. Very little work has been done

by philosophers on the idea of ill-being, perhaps on the

assumption that it is simply the inverse of utility and fol-

lows the same patterns and rules that utility does. Some,

however, have argued that this assumption may not be

justified.14,15 Regardless of its precise operationalization,

the concept of disutility can be described as capturing

those things that bring a person pain, frustrate their de-

sires, or are objectively bad for them.

Bentham’s hedonistic calculus, an algorithm by which

the amount of pain or pleasure resulting from an action

is determined, lays out a process for measuring utility. It

uses various characteristics of pleasure or pain, such as in-

tensity and duration, to assign that experience a univocal

value that can then be compared with the value of other

experiences. These comparisons form the basis for the

moral evaluation of actions: the right or praiseworthy ac-

tion is the one that produces the most utility. Utilitarian

moral theory derives from this approach.

Subsequent philosophers have proposed refinements of

and reinterpretations of Bentham’s classic version of utili-

tarianism.While some have argued that the rightness of an

act should be judged on the net utility of that particular act

(the consequences associated with an individual inci-

dent—e.g., a person’s telling the truth), others have said

that judgment should be based on whether the action is

consistent with a utility-maximizing rule (the conse-

quences that would occur if everyone followed a given

rule—e.g., the general agreement that people will tell the

truth).16,17 Scholars have also debated whether utility or
ember 4, 2021



Table 1. Examples of outcomes in assessments of utility of genomic medicine

Field
Example stakeholders
who share orientation

Utility
operationalization Measurement approach

Example CSER
measurement

Philosophy institutional review boards,
patients, health technology
assessment agencies

balance of benefit
and harm

qualitative methods
(interviews, focus groups),
surveys, psychometric
outcome instruments

interviews on patient/
parent perceived utility

Medicine patients, clinicians, clinical
administrators, payers

usefulness (clinical
utility, personal utility)

changes in medical
management, psychometric
outcome instruments

clinician-reported
recommended clinical
actions, provider perceived
utility, PrU, FACToR

Decision psychology/
health economics

clinical administrators,
payers, therapeutic developers

health-related quality
of life, health state utility

preference-based instruments
or direct elicitation

PedsQL, SF-12

CSER, Clinical Sequencing Evidence-Generating Research consortium; PrU, patient-reported utility; FACToR, feelings about genomic testing results; PedsQL,
pediatric quality of life inventory; SF-12, 12-item short form health survey.
disutility should weigh more in the ethical calculus.18 Im-

plications of distributing utility in different ways among

the members of a population have also been consid-

ered,19 including whether it is morally appropriate to pro-

mote the average utility among its members, justifying a

small population of very happy people, or the total utility

of a population, justifying a large population of people

with relatively lower average happiness.20

In philosophy, then, utility is used as a generic term that

points to something of positive value. Under all accounts, it

provides a single descriptor to summarize the varied positive

and negative outcomes of an action. Utility therefore allows

otherwise incommensurate experiences, options, and ob-

jects to be compared. As a result, it can be used to ground

moral evaluation of decision making. If a decision or action

generates utility—specifically, more utility than the other

options—we have good moral reasons to make that choice.

Philosophical perspective on utility in genetic medicine

From a philosophical perspective, genomic medicine has

the potential to produce a wide range of utilities and dis-

utilities. The health benefits for patients made possible

by genetic diagnosis and therapy are some of the most

conceptually obvious yet difficult to systematically define

and measure. Distributional considerations are also rele-

vant. For example, different theories about how to allocate

resources to or within genomic medicine could lead to

different policy decisions regarding health services for pa-

tients with a particular rare disease.

Most would agree that improved health is objectively

good for people regardless of whether they value it because

it reduces pain, increases pleasure, and enhances their

basic capabilities. Philosophers would also count the de-

gree to which a technology improves or compromises a

person’s mental state among its utilities and disutilities.

For example, if a genomic test result offers a patient peace

of mind or hope or causes symptoms of anxiety or depres-

sion, those effects should be included in the ethical calcu-

lus. While genomic sequencing generally does not cause

psychological harm for the average patient, some individ-

uals may be more likely to experience distress. Psycholog-
The American Jour
ical benefits have been less studied, and it is unclear how

persistent either positive or negative effects might be.21

Finally, the incorporation of desire-fulfillment as a good

under the philosophical understanding of utility implies

that the use of genomic technology has utility or disutility

if using it satisfies the preferences of a patient. Patients or

their families may want to use this technology for multiple

reasons, including a desire for information, a need to

explore all available options for diagnosis and treatment,

or to fulfill what they see as the moral requirements of be-

ing a good parent.22,23 On the other hand, however, con-

cerns about privacy or the potential for discrimination in

insurance, the workplace (or school), or social environ-

ments may be perceived as disutilities.24

Philosophy’s broad understanding of the concept of util-

ity therefore incorporates all of the many different poten-

tial implications of genomic technology for patients and

their families in its analysis of their impact, typically as-

sessed through qualitative methods or psychometric

outcome measures administered via surveys. In the CSER

consortium, there are several qualitative research efforts

guided by philosophical understandings, as well as quanti-

tative instruments to evaluate patient-reported utility

(Table 1).7,23–26 None of these existing instruments, how-

ever, measure all relevant domains of utility and disutility

and none were developed with as clinically or sociodemo-

graphically diverse a population as CSER.

Utility in medicine

Medicine definition and measurement

Clinicians have traditionally taken a reductive view of out-

comes when evaluating clinical interventions, empha-

sizing the ability to forestall death, reduce length of hospi-

tal stays, or improve observable clinical signs and

symptoms. However, the field of medicine is not mono-

lithic and includes both physicians and non-physician

healthcare workers within the same clinical enterprise.

The diversity of views from various perspectives and spe-

cialty areas makes it difficult to describe a general medical

conceptualization of utility. Moreover, the definition of
nal of Human Genetics 108, 2027–2036, November 4, 2021 2029



utility tends to be left implicit; there is no standardized

definition of utility that is widely accepted by all clinicians.

Rather than debating whether a medical intervention

carries utility, clinicians tend to consider whether it is clin-

ically indicated. By this, they mean that an intervention

would be expected to reduce or eliminate symptoms,

morbidity, mortality, or burden of disease. The implicit

definition of utility in medicine, then, is the ability of an

intervention to reduce or eliminate one or more of these

outcomes. In utility terms, this is the clinical utility of an

intervention, defined as the effectiveness to impact medi-

cal management or downstream health outcomes.1,27,28

Emphasis on objective clinical features can be to the

exclusion of outcomes that might be of more immediate

importance to patients, such as the frequency or severity

of subjective symptoms, usefulness in life planning or

everyday decisions, or even alleviation of guilt. In response

to patients and patient advocates, clinicians have recently

begun to take a more patient-centered approach. As a

result, the definition of utility in medicine also increas-

ingly reflects a broader set of outcomes intended to capture

the perspectives of patients.

Greater emphasis on patient experience data is reflected

in several recent initiatives. For example, the National

Institutes of Health has supported development of pa-

tient-reported outcome measure repositories to aid the

assessment of patient perspectives across a range of con-

structs such as pain, fatigue, self-efficacy, and social partic-

ipation ability.29 Additionally, the Patient-Centered

Outcomes Research Institute has advanced research and

clinical practice that highlights outcomes of interest to pa-

tients.30 Through the Patient-Focused Drug Development

initiative, the Food and Drug Administration has also

increased emphasis on patient experience data on the basis

of the understanding that patients’ perspectives should

inform the assessment of benefits and risks of an interven-

tion for their condition.31,32 Thus, if there is a perspective

on utility that is distinctive to medicine, it appears to be

trending away from a sole clinician-determined evaluation

of physical health-related outcomes and moving increas-

ingly toward acknowledgment of the patient’s self-re-

ported experience of their condition as a key outcome.

The element of utility that is both fundamental and

distinctive to medicine is its epistemological aspect. Medi-

cine tends to focus on how one would know that an inter-

vention leads to utility and how to justify that claim to

others. For at least the last 30 years, evidence-based medi-

cine (EBM) has provided the epistemological framework

for how medicine defines claims of utility and generates

evidence for its evaluation. In fact, some have argued

that the demand for empirical evidence to support claims

of utility is itself the value that defines medicine as a

domain of inquiry and practice.33,34

Medical perspective on utility in genomic medicine

A focus on clinical utility, narrowly defined, in genomic

medicine emphasizes that decisions like whether to
2030 The American Journal of Human Genetics 108, 2027–2036, Nov
perform genetic or genomic testing for a specific clinical

indication and whether to analyze genes unrelated to the

clinical indication for testing (i.e., secondary findings)

should be based on conventional outcomes of interest to

physicians: changes in medical management, reduction

in morbidity or mortality, and perhaps prognostication.35

,36 A purely clinical focus also deemphasizes the practical

or informational value to patients and their families that

genetic and genomic testing may provide.

To guide evidence generation, there is currently neither a

universally accepted definition of clinical utility in

genomic medicine nor a standardized measurement

approach.27,37,38 To guide review of existing evidence, a

working group supported by the National Office of Public

Health Genomics at the Centers for Disease Control and

Prevention articulated a framework to consider evidence

in four domains: analytic validity; clinical validity; clinical

utility; and ethical, legal, and social implications. In this

‘‘ACCE’’ framework, clinical utility is conceptualized to

include improved clinical outcomes, informed clinical or

personal decision-making, and ending the diagnostic odys-

sey, as well as ‘‘outcomes of value to patients’’ based on

changes in clinical care guided by test results.1 While this

definition mostly comports with the traditional EBM

approach, it also incorporates the notion that outcomes

related to the concept of personal utility of genetic and

genomic testing should be included in assessments of its

use.

Clinicians and clinical researchers in genomic medicine

increasingly accept such patient-centered outcomes as

relevant, acknowledging that genetic information can

also have personal utility, the value of which should be

considered alongside clinical outcomes.39 The personal

utility view highlights that interventions in this field

may be useful even if they are not expected to lead to clin-

ical intervention and improved objective markers of

health. These personal outcomes may include alleviation

of guilt, pragmatic life planning, or even just the ability

of genetic and genomic tests to provide information that

is ‘‘good to know.’’23,24,40,41 There are also calls to broaden

the concept of utility beyond the individual patient given

the relevance of genomic information for biological rela-

tives and communities with shared ancestry.42 However,

while this broader conception of the utility of genetics

and genomics is now widespread within the field, clinical

outcomes for the patient remain the primary focus, espe-

cially given the need to justify implementation of testing

to healthcare systems and funders.

The appropriate evidentiary threshold for adoption of

new genomic medicine interventions is also debated. At

one end of the spectrum, advocates for EBM argue that

diagnostic or therapeutic interventions should not be

adopted until large randomized controlled trials demon-

strate their utility; there is a high evidence threshold for

demonstration of an impact on clinically relevant out-

comes. However, conventional evidentiary standards for

EBM may be troublesome in the context of genomic
ember 4, 2021



medicine. In particular, treatments for rare genetic condi-

tions are not amenable to comparative effectiveness

research given that the rarity of these conditions limits

the sample sizes that can be obtained for such studies.

Comparative effectiveness research on precision therapeu-

tics and predispositional genetic testing encounter similar

challenges given that the genetic variants underlying these

interventions may be uncommon.

Advocates for genomic medicine, therefore, argue that

diagnostic information should be considered useful even

if the empirical evidence for its clinical use is still limited;

there is a low evidence threshold for demonstration of an

impact on clinically relevant outcomes. Rather than

demonstrating improved health outcomes, some have

advanced the concept of actionability as an alternative

standard. Actionability emphasizes that genetic results

may be considered useful if they create an opportunity to

take an action of some sort,43,44 even if it is currently not

possible to empirically determine whether that action

will bring about a downstream change in patient

health.45,46 In the strictest sense, clinical actionability ex-

cludes consideration of personal utility to patients.

The CSER consortium is collecting data on objective

endpoints, such as whether a patient received a diagnosis

and whether any of a set of clinical management changes

occurred, as well as clinicians’ and patients’ perceived util-

ity of the test (Table 1).7 Measurement approaches geared

toward understanding the perceived utility on the part of

the patient or family are aligned with those guided by phil-

osophical understanding of benefits and harms, described

above, as well as aspects of personal utility.
Utility in decision psychology and health

economics

Decision psychology and health economics definition

and measurement

Much of decision psychology and health economics is

concerned with the study of how individuals make

choices. In economics, as in philosophy, the classical util-

itarian definition from Bentham and Mill is commonly

used to define utility as happiness or satisfaction. Accord-

ing to Mill, when perfectly rational agents with full infor-

mation are given a choice of outcomes that each have

some probability of occurring, they will make the choice

has the highest chance of leading to a preferred outcome,

maximizing the expected value of the utility. Expected util-

ity theory, formulated by Bernoulli, can be applied as a

normative theory to explain how people should make de-

cisions under conditions of uncertainty.

Because humans are not perfectly rational agents, Sa-

muelson’s revealed preference theory, in which utility is

inferred through observation of choices,47 and von Neu-

mann and Morgenstern’s utility theorem, which described

the conditions under which the expected utility hypothe-

sis holds,48,49 have helped illuminate how individuals
The American Jour
make choices in the real world. According to modernized

conceptions, utility can be defined as a measure of prefer-

ence or choice that incorporates an individual’s risk atti-

tude.50

As the basis for judging resource allocation with applica-

tions to health policy, there are two major schools of

thought within normative (welfare) economics: welfarist

and extra-welfarist,51 representing two different views on

the role of health versus other goods in society.52Welfarists

believe that the output of health care should be judged ac-

cording to the extent to which it contributes to overall wel-

fare. Utility is calculated by adding up individual utilities

via a classical utilitarian approach and has the goal of

maximizing the sum of all individual utilities subject to a

budget constraint.

In contrast, extra-welfarists consider outcomes in addi-

tion to utility, such as Sen’s capabilities conceptualization

of well-being53 or health. The overall goal is to maximize

a chosen social objective, such as health, within a fixed

budget constraint. Thus, the output of health care is

measured according to its contribution to health. Extra-

welfarists try to maximize health by choosing interven-

tions that are cost-effective at a given threshold chosen

by policymakers. Given the greater relevance to transla-

tional research and cost-effectiveness analysis, we focus

here on how extra-welfarists employ expected utility the-

ory to derive the valuation of health states for use in eco-

nomic evaluation of health care interventions.

In health economic evaluation, utility most often refers

to health state utility, which is the value placed on health

outcomes by actual or potential patients.54 The extra-

welfarist approach to economic evaluation is cost-utility

analysis (CUA), in which quality-adjusted life years (QA-

LYs) are used as a measure of health. While CUA gets its

name from the incorporation of utility ratings of health

states that are used to calculate QALYs, QALYs themselves

are a measure of health in specified domains, rather than a

measure of utility, that theoretically enable systematic

comparison of levels of health across all interventions

and disease areas.52 QALYs are calculated by weighting

the time spent in each health state with the utility/prefer-

ence weight of that health state, which are elicited through

preference assessment methods.54 Preferences for health

states are measured in numeric terms (cardinal utility)

rather than mere preference ordering (ordinal utility)

with the formulation of expected utility theory developed

by von Neumann and Morgenstern.48

To understand predictive applications of expected utility

theory, decision psychologists use psychological methods

to build knowledge of the cognitive processes underlying

utility formation and to measure subjective experience,

including judgments and decision making under uncer-

tainty.55 Psychologists have described the ways in which

people’s choices donot conformto theoriesofdecision-mak-

ing that emphasize formal rationality.50 For example, Si-

mon’s conceptofbounded rationality recognizes thatpeople

will ‘‘satisfice,’’ or stop searching for the utility-maximizing
nal of Human Genetics 108, 2027–2036, November 4, 2021 2031



option when they find an option that is perceived to be

good enough, given the tradeoff between accuracy of infor-

mation on all possible alternatives and the effort required

to obtain it.56

Decision psychology has also contributed to the concep-

tualizationof forms of utility in relation to theprocess of de-

cision-making.57–59 For instance, Kahneman and colleagues

argued for the importance of distinguishing between Ben-

tham’s conceptofutility, termedexperiencedutility, andde-

cision utility, in which utility is inferred from observable

choices rather than the hedonic experience of choices.60

They described concepts of utility along a process timeline:

instant utility, the immediate assessment of hedonic and af-

fective experience; remembered utility, retrospective assess-

ment of the hedonic and affective experiences associated

with past outcomes; and total utility, constructed from

assessment of instant utility over time.60

Decision psychological and health economic perspective

on utility in genomic medicine

Health economists evaluating genomic sequencing appli-

cations have been chiefly concerned with modeling health

gains that arise as a result of genomic sequencing, ideally

over patients’ lifetimes. Decision analytic modeling can

be used to bridge the gap between diagnostic yield, a

commonly reported intermediate clinical outcome mea-

sure in genetics and genomics,61,62 and QALYs, a definitive

measure of health outcome, through evaluation of the ef-

fects on quality of life associated with health state changes

that result from receipt of clinical care informed by genetic

findings.54 Decision analytic models allow changes in

medical management and clinical event rates, which are

sourced from existing literature or registries, to be incorpo-

rated into health economic evaluations, even in the

absence of lifetime follow-up data on the patients who

have themselves been sequenced.44 Examples of such

models include BRCA1/BRCA2 testing for hereditary breast

and ovarian cancer63 and return of secondary findings.64

However, modeling requires data sources appropriate for

informing long-term clinical trajectories and parameter

values, and these data sources are scarce for many of the

disorders diagnosable via genomic sequencing. A further

complication when modeling multiplex technologies like

genomic sequencing is that medical management changes

and impacts on patient health are highly condition spe-

cific and dependent upon assumptions about clinician

and patient behavior and variant penetrance.

Personal utility aspects of genomic medicine are also

relevant to economic evaluation, and US methodological

guidelines call for both health and non-health effects to

be included.65 This raises the question of whether off-

the-shelf utility measures used to calculate QALYs are

capable of capturing non-health, personal utility impacts.

There is emerging interest in the use of stated preference

techniques to quantify and assign value to broad, non-

health effects of testing that are not captured in health-

related quality of life instruments.66,67
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In light of the need to collect health-related quality of

life data via standardized measures for cost-effectiveness

and cost-utility analysis, CSER surveys include the Euro-

QoL VAS68 and PedsQL69 for pediatric patients and the

SF-12 for adults (Table 1).70 Cognizant of the debate about

whether these quality of life measures capture effects on

the scale of prognostication and management changes,

CSER is also collecting data on attributable clinical actions

and measuring clinicians’ perceived utility of genomic

sequencing results to describe the impact on clinical deci-

sion-making included in original definitions of clinical

utility and decision utility.1,60 Additionally, a new pa-

tient-reported outcome measure designed to assess a broad

range of benefits and harms from patients’ perspectives is

in development. To capture data on resource use that is

useful for decision analytic modeling, time and motion

studies to measure the resources required to deliver

genomic services, including clinician time, are being

performed. A set of frameworks for conducting economic

evaluations of genomic sequencing in various clinical con-

texts are also in development.

Utility in genomics translational research

Translational research investigates the application of basic

sciencediscoveries inpatient care.71 Traditionally described

as linear stages that range from basic biomedical research

(T0) to population-level outcomes research (T4), transla-

tional research spans multiple fields and methodologies.72

Through the analysis of clinical outcomes, comparative-

effectiveness and cost-effectiveness, and policy change, in-

vestigations are designed to inform evidence-based clinical

guideline development and establishment of efficient ser-

vice delivery models that ultimately improve population

health. For complex interventions such as genomic

sequencing, however, the stages of translational research

are often non-linear. While research questions from multi-

ple stages may overlap, enumeration and measurement of

relevant benefits and harms are nonetheless crucial aspects

of researchdesign. The need to produce various forms of ev-

idence on benefit and harm to fulfill diverse stakeholders’

informational needs underpins the importance ofmultidis-

ciplinary approaches to translational research (Table 1).

Evidence generated through various approaches may be

relevant to some stakeholders but not to others depending

upon the intended use.

Not only do notions of utility and its associated mea-

surement constructs differ among researchers, they differ

among genomic medicine stakeholders as well.37 Robust

evidence of utility, assessed from several disciplinary per-

spectives, is needed to achieve multiple goals: inform de-

cisions of clinicians and patients about whether to pursue

genomic sequencing, address patient needs and con-

cerns, and inform decisions about whether genomic

sequencing will be offered or reimbursed. In genomic

medicine, conversations regarding the varied and some-

times fragmented orientations toward conceptualization
ember 4, 2021



Figure 1. How understandings of utility can inform each other
for the design of genomic translational research
and measurement of utility mirror those regarding value

in many ways. Utility itself can be framed as a measure of

value.27 Yet, stakeholders embrace different definitions of

the value of genomic medicine73 and attach varying

levels of importance to several outcomes.74 Awareness

of the variety of understandings of both utility and value,

as well as how perspectives might be integrated, is critical

to advancing the discussion of evidentiary needs in

various contexts.

Moreover, there is a crucial need to understand optimal

ways to conduct genomics research that effectively engages

and incorporates sociopolitically diverse and medically un-

derserved communities. This work, which is central to the

aim of the CSER consortium, involves understand differing

priorities, values, and social contexts in populations that

havehistoricallybeenunderrepresented ingenomic research

and ensuring that evidence reflects diverse populations and

the subgroups within them. Given that many of the instru-

ments related to utility measurement were developed in

populations (e.g., healthy adults) that do not reflect the so-

ciopolitical makeup of the consortium, there are validation

efforts underway to assess whether and how instruments

mightperformdifferently in theCSERprojects.Additionally,

many projects have used qualitative studies to provide

greater depth of understanding of patient experiences.

Utility in genomic sequencing translational research: A

path forward

There is mounting pressure to generate evidence of the

utility of genomic sequencing, yet what it means to estab-

lish utility remains somewhat unclear. To date, as high-

lighted at the end of each disciplinary section above,

distinct knowledge traditions have shaped early evaluation

efforts in translational genomics research (Table 1). By

bringing together diverse perspectives in a meaningful

way, clearer articulation of the evidence required to estab-

lish utility would allow for the design of assessments that

can be justified to and consumed by a wider range of stake-

holders and applied in a broader range of contexts. As
The American Jour
research on clinical integration of genomic medicine con-

tinues to mature, there are several ways in which transla-

tional research can aim to increase precision related to,

for example, the operational definition of utility, level of

analysis, and measurement methods (Figure 1).

At the outset of a project, both research funders and re-

searchers should clearly communicate how the project

will conceptualize utility. If the operational definition in-

cludes evaluations frommultiple perspectives, they should

be clearly distinguished through the use of precise lan-

guage, including modifiers such as economic utilities or

personal utilities. In addition to the definition of utility it-

self, it is important to be explicit about the level of analysis

that is of interest to researchers and stakeholders. For

example, health economic evaluation is conducted and in-

terpreted at the population level to assess which interven-

tions lead to the highest aggregate health for populations,

considering their associated costs. In contrast to the eco-

nomic perspective on the average patient, research from

philosophical or clinical perspectives might place greater

emphasis on the impact of genomics on individual pa-

tients and their families. Additionally, the identification

of appropriate endpoints and measurement tools can pre-

sent challenges if funders, researchers, and stakeholders

do not have a shared understanding of the measurement

purpose.

When carefully addressed, varying understandings can

be catalysts for growth in the research enterprise. Interdis-

ciplinary, team science approaches to translational

research are a strength from both a study design and result

interpretation perspective; they can strengthen creativity

and innovation and enhance interoperability of measure-

ment models.8,75 When met with knowledge of concepts

used in colleagues’ primary field of training, different per-

spectives facilitate the design of investigations that

thoughtfully and holistically explore the implications of

clinical translation.

When equipped with broad understanding of key con-

cepts relevant to important outcomes of the study,

research teams can work together in a transcendent way,

at best, and with mutual understanding, at least, that turns

diversity of disciplinary backgrounds from a liability into

an asset. As the exploration of the term ‘‘utility’’ reveals,

the underlying sentiment across the three fields of philos-

ophy, medicine, and social science is more alike than

different. Through creative engagement with colleagues

and input from stakeholders, all understandings may be

meaningfully incorporated into future analytical frame-

works for translational genomics research.
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